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Abstract 

An optical computer which performs the classification of an input object pattern 

into one of two learned classes is designed and demonstrated. The classifier is an 

optical implementation of a neural network model of computation featuring learning, 

self-organization, and decision-making competition. Neural computation is discussed 

including models for learning networks and motivation for optical implementation. A 

discussion of photorefractive crystal holographic storage and adaptation is presented 

followed by experimental results of writing and erasing gratings in several different 

crystals. 

The optical network features a photorefractive crystal to store holographic inter

connection weights and an opto-electronic circuit to provide a means of competitive 

decision making and feedback. Results of the optical learning network and its opera

tion as an associative memory are followed by extensions of the architecture to allow 

improved performance and greater flexibility. 
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Chapter I. 

Introduction 

- A. Overview 

The field of neural networks has evolved over the past four decades, especially 

over the past five years, in an effort to understand and emulate the human brain's 

facility to learn and recognize patterns.1_6'16-24 Loosely based on models of biological 

systems, artificial neural networks perform computation by simultaneously exploring 

several competing hypotheses or solutions in a parallel hardware network.2-5 The 

highly parallel nature of neural networks makes a neural approach to computing very 

efficient for some types of problems. Neural computation allows solving problems 

which may have no prescribed rule or method of solution, such as image and speech 

pattern recognition, and other cognitive processes. 

This thesis is concerned with the design and demonstration of an adaptive artifi

cial neural computer using optical or opto-electronic devices. The objective of the 

neural system is to learn a set of input patterns and to correctly classify subsequent 

inputs at the system output. This first chapter discusses what a neural network is and 

why optics is a useful technology for the implementation of neural systems. Algo

rithmic models for learning in neural nets is presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 

presents an overview of photorefractive crystals (PRCs) for use as holographic optical 

interconnection devices, and gives experimental results for the writing and erasing of 

holographic gratings in specific crystals. 

The fourth chapter details the experimental demonstration of a competitive 

optical learning network which uses a photorefractive crystal as an adaptable holo

graphic interconnect. The network learns a set of two input patterns by storing their 
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interactions with discrete reference beams in the PRC. Test patterns are classified 

into one of two classes by means of an opto-electronic competition loop. The system 

correctly performs the classification and also has an output port for associative recall 

of stored patterns. Chapter 5 presents other possible optical computing architectures, 

and extensions of the design of Chapter 4, which use PRCs to implement advanced 

learning rules and which self-adapt to reduce system errors. The conclusion of this 

thesis is given in Chapter 6. 

B. Neural networks 

A neural computer consists of a large number of massively-interconnected simple 

processing elements (neurons) with each interconnection bearing a weight, or strength 

of connection. A neuron is a unit which sums its inputs and performs a non-linear 

thresholding operation — a decision — to give an output. The production of a correct 

output set of a neural computer due to an input set depends on the neural activities 

and the connection weights. The connection weights might be fixed externally by a 

programmer, but the knowledge of proper weights can be a massive computation 

problem itself.3 Neural computers with adaptable weights offer a much more 

powerful means of acquiring the correct interconnection strengths — learning. 

Learning is a feature of neural computation that may give a neural computer an 

advantage over other conventional computers when solving unstructured or adaptively 

changing problems. 

The objectives of a neural network usually fall into three categories: 1) classifi

cation, 2) associative memory, and 3) optimization. A neural system as a classifier will 

select a single output neuron indicating the class of stored patterns to which an input 

pattern most closely belongs.1'4 An associative memory, also called content-addressable 
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memory, recreates at the output of the network the stored pattern which most closely 

resembles an input pattern.4,5 Neural networks may act as approximations to combi

natorial optimizers by solving, in parallel, problems which require an exponential time 

order of operation to solve exactly on conventional computers, such as the "traveling 

salesman" problem (ideal route to take between N cities).3 

Many models for learning networks have been proposed with different levels of 

complexity. The simplest learning networks — prescfibed-rule, feed-forward, single-

layer networks — create a simple interconnection matrix between a layer of input 

neurons and a layer of output neurons. Single layer networks are restricted to 

linearly-separable solutions (or equivalently, a hyperplane) and thus have limited use

fulness.6 A more useful feed-forward model is a multi-layer network which employs 

internal representations of the input/output connections with intermediate layers of 

neurons. The second level of neural computers employs error-driven learning, which 

modifies connection weights through propagation of the difference between present and 

expected output backward through the network or via a feedback loop. Finally, the 

third class of neural network is one which is self-organizing such that restrictions and 

rules of classification are determined by the network structure itself. 

It is useful here to explain what is meant by a "single-layer" network. A single-

layer neural net may be viewed as two collections of units, the first collection com

prised of elements with exactly one input each from the outside world, and the second 

group of elements with one output each to the external world. Each unit of the first 

group has outputs (connections) to all of the units of the second. Two-layer networks 

have a hidden layer of neurons with no external connections and three-layer nets have 

two successive hidden layers. Alternatively, a recurrent network is a single collection 

of units, each with one input from the outside world (or previous layer) and one 
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output, but with many inputs from and outputs to all the other units of the network. 

Only those interconnections (including external inputs and outputs) that are used have 

non-zero values. 

It is an important aspect of neural networks that information is not stored in 

memory locations, as in conventional computers, but is instead distributed over the 

system. Since neural networks are composed of many simple processors each perform

ing the same task with many redundantly reinforced interconnections, a neural net can 

suffer partial losses or damage without a significant reduction in its performance. (It 

has been said that human brain cells die at the rate of at least 10 million per day, yet 

a person can continue to function with an unnoticable decrease in mental capabilities 

from day to day.) In addition, through error-driven learning, adaptive corrections of 

the network can compensate for the slight variations in operation of neurons or inter

connections, giving neural computation a high degree of fault tolerance. Since neural 

computing is robust and fault tolerant, imperfections and variabilities in the devices of 

implementation will not cause catastrophic failures of the network. 

C. Why optics? 

In order to implement a neural system, several key devices and capabilities are 

required. First, a system needs implementation of neurons. These neurons must be 

able to sum input signals and perform nonlinear thresholding functions on the result. 

To implement some learning algorithms, as explained in Chapter 2, the neurons are also 

required to be mutually inhibitory or to be bidirectional, performing a nonlinear 

function on signals traveling in one direction and a linear operation on signals propa

gating in the other. 

The second requirement is a device which implements weighted global intercon
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nections. The interconnects must have very large capacities for interconnection 

without cross-talk between communication pathways. They must be able to intercon

nect, with a continuous range of positive or negative weights, any unit of a set of 

neurons with any node at an adjacent layer. It is also necessary for complicated 

structures to have adaptive interconnects that adjust the connection with outer product 

perturbations, as described in Chapter 2. 

A third required capability for a neural computer is a facility for feedback and 

iterative processing. The feedback signals must be allowed to propagate independently 

of forward propagating signals. 

Electronics is outstanding for implementing large numbers of nonlinear neurons 

thanks to the transistor and VLSI. Wires, along with variable resistors implemented 

by transisitors, are the electronic form of weighted interconnections. However, it is 

hard to get massively parallel interconnection due to spatial constraints of a chip, such 

as limited pinouts and two-dimensional wiring, as well as physical constraints, such as 

crosstalk and wire intersections. 

Optical devices exist which perform the necessary operations and have the 

desired capabilites for implementation of neural networks. Optical devices, such as 

nonlinear etalons and interference filters,7-9 can perform high-speed neural threshold

ing functions. Spatial light modulators also perform nonlinear thresholding of inputs 

in a wide variety of implementations. 10-u In optics, data can be represented as two-

dimensional arrays of light intensities (images), which can also include complex or 

bipolar values encoded as phase information in coherent systems. Optics allows 

parallel processors to have configurations in three dimensions — two for the represen-

taion of data at a layer and one for the propagation through the system. Thus, infor

mation is propagated through the network in parallel with propagation of optical 



wavefronts. Opto-electronic devices as described in Chapters 4 and 5 can provide 

neurons with mutually inhibitory capabilites through competition. Competitive capa

bilities are provided by mutually inhibitory opto-electronic devices12 as described in 

Chapters 4 and 5, or by broadcast of an optical beam.13. 

The strength of optics lies in the ability for a huge number of parallel intercon

nections. Since light beams do not interact in linear media, the interconnect pathways 

are reasonably free of crosstalk and may intersect each other, that is, occupy the same 

space between source and destination, without effect. The use of photorefractive 

crystals (PRCs) is particulary attractive for use as an optical interconnection 

device.9-13*14 PRCs can store the product of two optical fields as volume holographic 

gratings, enabling outer product rules of learning (Chapter 2). The storage capabilities 

y 
of holographic interconnections in a PRC can be very large, up to gratings, where 

V is the crystal volume and X is the optical wavelength in the crystal.15 Holographic 

gratings in PRCs can be strengthened and diminished, as discussed in Chapter 3, so 

that interconnection weights are adaptable. Depending on the PRC used, learning can 

be fast or slow, the implications of each given in Chapter 2. For a coherent optical 

system, the phase of the hologram provides complex weights, yielding the possibility of 

both positive and negative connection strengths. The nature of volume holographic 

readout requires, however, that the neuron planes be arranged in a limited topology14 

to remove Bragg degeneracies (multiple input beams reading out a single grating to 

more than one allowed output location). 

Feedback in an optical neural system can be accomplished by reflective neural 

elements, or by use of resonators, mirrors, or phase conjugation, among other means. 

Phase conjugation of optical signals can be performed by PRCs, and can be used to 

make the holgraphic interconnects self-aligning.9 Nonlinear neurons can be used as 
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bidirectional neural elements,9 and since photorefractive holograms are intrinsically 

bidirectional, propagation backward through the system is possible, as needed by the 

backward error propagation learning algorithm described in Chapter 2. 

Optics is a good match for neural computation because both are well suited to 

parallel processing architectures. Optical devices and systems provide three-dimen

sional parallel configurations that can implement the learning rules of Chapter 2. 

Photorefractive crystals allow holographic interconnections that are adaptive, massively 

parallel, global, self-aligning, bipolar, and bidirectional. Nonlinear optical devices 

offer high-speed thresholding neural operations, and competition can be implemented 

with opto-electronics. Bidirectional weighted optical pathways and resonator structures 

using phase conjugating devices allow error feedback and iterative processing capabili

ties. 
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Chapter II. 

Learning Algorithms 

A. Simple learning 

In general, a neural network requires at least two basic elements — non-linear 

neurons and parallel, weighted interconnections between them. Feedback or bidirec

tional propagation is a third element which is included in the higher levels of neural 

architectures. 

A neuron unit performs a non-linear thresholding operation on its total input to 

give an output. The jth neuron has an input Uj, which is a weighted sum of all con

tributing inputs, and an output vy related by:2 

vj - T(uj - Oj) (2-1) 

where T{u) is a point nonlinearity thresholding function which often is restricted to 

output values in the range [0,1] or [-1,1], and Oj is a threshold offset value. The 

summed value uj is called the presynaptic input to the jth neuron. Examples of thres

holding functions are shown in Figure 2.1. 

T (u ) 
n 

1 1 

-1 

U 

Tj( u ) 

u 

T (u ) 
s 

1 

un1po1sr 
/f 

b ipo 1 ar 
-1 

U 

Figure 2.1. (a) Hard limiting, (b) linear threshold, and (c) sigmoidal nonlinearities. 
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Weighted interconnections between neurons are described as matrices such that 

the connection weight between neurons / and j is matrix element Wy. The nature of 

how the weight matrix values are determined is dependent on the learning algorithm 

and the corresponding architecture. A neural network usually represents short-term 

information in the activity of a layer of neurons, given mathematically as a vector, and 

long-tetm memory in the interconnection matrix. A general network has as its input 

the vector x(k) and an output vector j»(A:) at the kth time interval or iteration. For a 

network which is required to make M associations or classifications, x.(mK m - is 

the set of specific input vectors which the network must learn, and is the correct 

response produced by the network for each of these input vectors. 

The various architectures of neural network and associative memory schemes are 

not all equivalent, and the implementations of each have greatly varying performance 

characteristics.10 The different forms of networks vary in 1) how many associated 

vector pairs can be reliably learned, 2) output responses to partial, distorted, or novel 

inputs, 3) a priori constraints imposed on the input vectors, and 4) the rate at which 

the learning and forgetting (equivalent to memory erasure) processes for associations 

take place. The degree of hardware fault tolerance and the range of capabilities of the 

learning process are also determined by which algorithm and architecture are used. In 

all cases of learning networks, there is a trade-off between system performance and 

the complexity of implementing the computational algorithms. 

The forgetting process is an important aspect of a neural computer since it 

allows no longer used or invalid associations to be removed from the set of learned 

pairs.10 This is particulary important when a system approaches its learning capacity 

since obsolete associations can be erased to make memory (or computational) space ava

ilable for new ones (computer scientists might call this process "garbage collection"). 

Preferably, the neural system forgets selected associations, through controlled erasure. 
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quicker than the general, indiscriminant loss of memory in the network. 

The simplest form of neural learning is prescribed, or "easy", learning.16 A pre

scribed learning algorithm calculates the weights through some general function of the 

matched input and output vector pairs and 

Wij - f t j(x (-m)Jm)) m - X...M. (2-2) 

This method of learning is perhaps the best suited for single layer feed-forward 

networks or for autoassociative recurrent networks. The simplest form of prescribed 

learning, the outer product algorithm, is based on Hebb's hypothesis for the modifica

tion of biological synapses, which states that the interconnections between correlated 

neurons (both on or both off) are strengthened, while connections between anti-corre-

lated neurons are weakened.17 The algorithm states that the interconnection weights 

are just a summation of outer products of associated vector pairs: 

WU " YL xi (m)yfm) (2-3) 

m-1 

For the outer product rule, new associations may be stored by adding the outer 

product of the new pair of vectors to the weight matrix. The weight matrix is limited 

to representation as a sum of no more than M < N outer products, where N is the total 

number of neurons (or vector elements) in a layer. 

The Hopfield net algorithm5 uses the formulation of Eq. (2-3) for a single layer 

net, but imposes the. restrictions that 1) each weight element Wi} is thresholded or 

quantized to the value +1 or -1, 2) the weight matrix must be symmetric (WtJ « W0, 

which is guaranteed by making the network auto-associative so that 26"^ equals 

and 3) the output value of a neuron y^k) is hard-clipped to either +1 or -1. In opera

tion as an associative memory, the network is initialized with an unknown input 

pattern such that 

y t(0)-X i  i - I...N (2-4) 
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The system is allowed to iterate until convergence to a stored pattern using the 

rule 

y j(k + 1) - Th 
V-
2_Wi,ym 

/-1 

(2-5) 

where Th is the hard-limiting non-linearity of Fig. 2.1. Hopfield showed that use of a 

continuous dynamical system employing a sigmoidal nonlinearity will also converge.18 

If too many patterns are stored in the network, then the system will not converge to 

one of the M stored patterns, but to a garbage pattern. To ensure that this condition 

of no match does not occur, the capacity of stored patterns (or classes) is approximately 

.15 times the number of neurons, that is, M ^ A5N for the binary Hopfield algorithm. 

Another example of the prescribed learning scheme is the pseudoinverse algo

rithm.4 Using the vector-matrix method above, an output vector can be expressed as 

the product of the weight matrix with the input vector: 

tfm) » WaH (2-6) 

Expressing the full set of input vectors as the rtx  x M matrix X (nx  is the number of 

input vector elements), and the set of output vectors as the M x ny matrix Y (ny is the 

number of output vector elements), Eq. (2-6) becomes 

Y - WX (2-7) 

from which the interconnection matrix can be found by inverting the input matrix and 

using the rule 

W - YX"1. (2-8) 

But, for the inverse X"1 to exist, the number of learned vector pairs M must equal the 

number of neuron elements in each input vector nx (M » rtx), and all input patterns 

x£m) must be linearly independent. Since these conditions are not true in general, the 

inverse can be repalced by the pseudoinverse, indicated by the superscript +, yielding 

W - YX+ (2-9) 



where X+ - (XrX)_1Xr. For cases when M < nx, Eq. (2-9) is one of an infinite 

number of exact solutions, and when no solution exists (M > nx), Eq. (2-9) can be 

shown to be "the optimum associative mapping in the least squares sense."10 When an 

inverse input matrix X"1 exists, X+ - X"1. 

The prescribed learning algorithm is distributed, robust, and noise tolerant due to 

ists simplicity, but it has several limitations.13 First, except in the outerproduct rule, 

the weight matrix learning procedure must be completed a priori; that is, no new asso

ciative vector pairs may later be added, unless very complex procedures are used. 

Secondly, the formulation of the learning matrix is not well understood for multi-layer 

networks. 

B. Error driven learning 

The second level of learning, error driven learning, iteratively changes the inter

connection weights while comparing the actual network output a(k) with the desired 

output which is presented externally. This level of learning is more complex than 

prescribed learning since the weights must be adaptively learned and many iterations 

are necessary to reduce the measure of system error sufficiently.13 The weight matrix 

is incrementally adjusted to reduce the overall error, so that the incremental weight 

change AWtj is, in general, a function of the vectors ^m) and and the current state 

of the network weight matrix W„(A). 

AW i }(k) - /y[zH W„(A). yM] (2-10) 

Algorithms for error driven learning on single layer networks have existed since 

the early 1960'$ with the perceptron6 and adaline19 (also called Widrow-Hoff) models. 

Recently, network algorithms have been developed that are suited for error driven 

learning in multi-layered networks,20 making use of locally available information in 

regards to the generalized activity at each neural node. For most multi-layer networks. 



the weight changes AWy of Eq. (2-10) depend only on a general function of the infor

mation available to a neuron locally, i.e., only adjacent neural layer activity, z/') and 

zf2). 

AWu(k) - fife, zj] (2-11) 

where the neural activities z/") of the n?h layer depend on the input/output pairs Q6m\ 

j;(m)) and the current state of the system Wrs(k). The perceptron and backward error 

propagation routines described below require the neuronal activity Zj to be augmented 

by an error signal which is separated from the actual signal by distinct counter-propa

gating pathways through the neuron. 

The perceptron and adaline networks attempt to divide the feature space into 

two clusters of solutions for each output neuron.2,6 The feature space has dimension

ality N, while the separatrix of the clusters has dimensionality AM, where N is the 

number of input variables. In a 2-dimensional feature space the separatrix is a line, 

but more generally the feature space is divided into class regions by a hyperplane. 

The depth (number of layers) of the learning network also determines the ability of the 

network to divide the feature space. A single-layer network can use only a single 

hyperplane to separate the feature space into two classes for each output neuron. A 

two-layer network has one hidden layer of neurons and can divide the feature space 

using an open or closed piece-wise planar surface. A multi-layer network, having at 

least two hidden layers, can use a decision boundary of arbitrary complexity, limited 

by the number of neural nodes. Thus, the single-layer network cannot implement the 

exclusive-OR (XOR) operation, but the two- and multi-layer networks can divide the 

two-dimensional feature space properly with only a single hidden unit.6 

The adaline learning procedure19 uses a least mean square (LMS) algorithm to 

determine a measure of the system error called the mean squared error (MSE). The 

learning dynamics of the system attempt to minimize the error measure until the MSE 
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has reached a global minimum. The value of the MSE function is given by 

m - i X,2Jz/m)w - yfm)? (2-12) 

m-1 /-I 

where yfm) is the desired response of neuron j to input m, and zfmXk) is the actual 

output at iteration k, when input is presented to the network; and the sum over j 

is over the N output neurons. The value of Zj is the thresholded output of the neuron 

due to an input Uj, which is the inner product of the weight matrix with the output of 

each input neuron (ji - W7"!^'). 

z/m> - T l_Wu4m) 

i-1 

7T«/m)] (2-13) 

The algorithm minimizes the error by incrementally changing the weights along the 

negative gradient of the MSE, for each pattern presentation, thereby approximating the 

sum over m. 

The gradient of the MSE can be determined using the chain rule and summing over all 

classes. 

BE V" dE dztridufri 
dWy " Z_- dzfm) du/m) dW t j  

m-1 

- £>> - y/m)) 7"("/m)) *i(m) 

m-1 

where T'(u) is the derivative of the neural nonlinearity, and 

(2-15a) 

(2-156) 

duj Q 
dW " dW 

xW. (2-15c) 

For a sigmoidal nonlinearity, the gradient learning rule of Eq. (2-15) suggests that there 

is little correction of the weights due to input values Uj that have large magnitudes 

(T'(u) -  0) or correct outputs (zj - yfm)). However, incorrect outputs or values of u 
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near the threshold offset will have maximum effect in altering the interconnection 

weights, thereby rapidly decreasing the error. In the case of the hard-limiting nonline-

arity, there is a discontinuity in T'(u), so for such a binary neuron a new error defini

tion must be used so that the learning dynamics are continuous.21 The error defini

tions for a binary network are: 

£{»>) -JO .correct output 1 ( 2-1 6 a )  
1 ju(m)2 incorrect output f 

J 0 correct 1 n.ifiM 
dipn) " |„(m) incorrect J 

which yield a learning procedure of 

(2"17) 

m-1 ' 

which is approximated for each pattern presentation. Thus, the adaptation of the 

weights due to each class is: 

AW>> - { ,°. , . .correct 1 (2-18) 
iJ 1 -atjWxff") incorrect j 

In both the analog and binary forms of the adaline algorithm, iteration continues 

until the weight matrix converges to within a small enough tolerance of the MSE 

minimum, or until the gradient reaches zero. The latter is preferable, since the MSE 

itself might not reach zero if two classes are not distinctly separated in feature space, a 

problem which grows worse as more patterns are learned. 

The learning rule for a perceptron21 is similar to that of the adaline except that 
ar 

the magnitude of is ignored. This leads to a learning rule with three cases: 

AW-ji"*) m 0 correct output 

- +eyfm) output Zj off and should be on (2-19) 

» -eyf™) output Zj on and should be off 

where £ is a learning constant 05^1. This rule does not implement a steepest descent 

to a solution, but instead may increase the error on an iteration after a sweep through 
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the M classes. Since the nature of the decision boundary is limited by the number of 

neurons and layers, the division into two classes does not always properly classify 

every input into its desired output, resulting in some non-zero minimum error. 

However, the perceptron reduces a new error measure taken from the interconnection 

matrix rather than the neural outputs: 

N 

E m 1 ̂  (Wjactual ~ wmealf (2-20) 
y-i 

so that the difference between the actual weight vector solution and ideal solution is 

minimized. 

Again, it can be very computationally intensive to determine the ideal weight 

matrix W external to the network, so that adaptive weights become a very important 

aspect of implementing a perceptron. An adaptable perceptron automatically reduces 

the error measure of Eq. (2-20) when the learning rule of Eq. (2-14) is followed. Alt

ernatively, the perceptron structure can implement a Gaussian maximum likelihood 

classifier to perform the clustering. For all perceptrons, the learning process is per

formed by repeatedly placing the set of input vectors individually at the inputs and 

feeding back the error signal determined by comparing the perceptron output to the 

desired network output. 

The last form of error driven learning20-9 is backward error propagation (BEP) 

in which the difference between the actual and desired output of a multilayer network 

is propagated backward through the network to interact with the output activity at 

each neural layer. The BEP algorithm can be explained using the two-layer network 

of Figure 2.2, which has an input layer of nx neurons, a hidden layer of n2 units, and 

an output layer with ns units. For binary inputs to the network, the output of the 

first layer is zfl~> - xt, since the first layer of neurons has only one input per neuron. 

The input layer of neurons is interconnected to the hidden layer through an n2 x /i. 
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Figure 2.2. Two-layer BEP network. 

weight matrix yielding presynaptic (unthresholded) inputs 

"/0) " (2-21) 

/-I 

The hidden layer neurons use a sigmoidal thresholding operation to give outputs Zy (2) = 

T(ujW), which are in turn interconnected with the ouput layer via ns x n2 weight 

matrix Wkf^ to give presynaptic values - Wkf^zf^. The output layer thresholds 

UjW with a sigmoidal nonlinearity, resulting in network outputs zk@) - T(ujP^). The 

network error vector is defined as 8k(t) - [y* - at the tth iteration, where yk is 

the desired response of the k'h neuron to input x. A measure of error is defined again 

as a mean-square energy function, so that minimizing this function improves the clas

sification decisions: 
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ns 

* E - $%Jyk " ^(3)WP. (2-22) 

*- 1 

As in the adaline algorithm, the gradient descent procedure of Eq. (2-14) is used to 

update the weight matrix elements Wkp). In doing so the derivative of the energy 

function can be expressed with respect to the weight matrix as a product of a forward 

part and an error part: 

- -St(2)z/2). (2-23) 

The error term -8^2) is the derivative of the energy function with respect to the presy

naptic input to the output layer, and can be propagated as an error signal backward 

from the final layer. This error term is identical to the single-layer adaline formula

tion for the output layer of the BEP network: 

5*<2) " " z*)7"[m*(2)] (2-24) 

As before, the first term is the derivative of the energy function (Eq. (2-22)) with 

respect to zk (dE/dzk), and the second term (dz/du) is found by differentiating the 

thresholding nonlinearity of the neural unit at its current operating level uA(2). This 

allows the back-propagating error vector to be computed locally for each neuron by 

simply multiplying the output error by the derivative of the neural nonlinearity. It is 

thus desirable to have bidirectional neurons which perform the thresholding operation 

T(u) for forward-propagating signals, but sum errors and multiply by the derivative 

for back-propagating signals. So, in the BEP algorithm, the operation of neurons in the 

forward mode must be non-linear, but the units (and the entire network) must 

perform only linear operations in back-propagation. 

The backwards propagating error signals 8,(2) are multiplied by the weights 

Wkf2) and summed at each hidden layer neuron, with this sum being then multiplied 

by the derivative of the hidden layer neural nonlinearity, resulting in an error signal 

SyO which propagates from the hidden layer toward the input layer. This error signal 
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is equal to the gradient of the energy function of the hidden layer with respect to its 

presynaptic inputs: 

This gives a recursive algorithm for computing the error signal at early layers in terms 

of the error at the output layer. The algorithm represents the back-propagation of 

error signals through the system, computing at each layer the appropriate error to be 

used to adapt the weight matrix. The outer product learning rules for a two-level BEP 

network are then: 

by which weight adaptations are proportional to the product of the signals they carry. 

This outer-product learning rule depends only on the parameters locally available 

to each neuron, without being affected by the generalized activities of the other 

neurons. The output signal of the jtH neuron of one layer is carried to the kth neuron 

of the next by the same weighted interconnection Wkj that brings the error signal from 

neuron k of the higher layer to the jth neuron of the previous layer. It is the product 

of these two signals — one propagating forward through Wkj, the other back-propagat

ing over the same connection — that is solely responsible for the change in that partic

ular interconnect weight. Thus, the BEP algorithm can be considered a local update 

rule which can be generalized to N layer networks, although two layers should suffice 

for many problems.20 

A-l 

(2-25) 

AW/1) - e5/')z.(i) 

AW*/2) - e6A(2)z/2) 

(2-26a) 

(2-266) 
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C. Self-organization and competition 

The third level of learning, self-organization, allows the neural system to deter

mine for itself the best way to classify the inputs it is taught. In self-organizing algo

rithms, learning is unsupervised, so the output is not compared to predetermined classi

fications; instead, the ouptut is bound by restrictions imposed by the network structure 

itself.13 For this type of learning the change to the weight matrix depends only on the 

inputs and the current state of the system at time t: 

AWtj(t) - /y[*H W„«)]. (2-27) 

There are many types of self-organizing algorithms, including the competitive 

learning network,20-22 adaptive resonance theory,1 and topological feature maps.23 The 

purpose of these self-organizing networks is to have a single neuron in the output 

layer turn on in response to an input pattern. This output representation is enforced 

through some mechanism for mutual inhibition between the output neurons. For a 

network with N output neurons, the feature space is therefore divided into N classes 

— one for each output neuron. Unlike the perceptron and adaline which rely on many 

hyperplanes to divide the feature space into classes with distributed representation, 

self-organizing networks find the neuron whose weights correspond most closely with 

the input pattern. Thus, the adaptive weights leading to an output neuron act as a 

prototype for that class. The single "on" output neuron can be a solution representing 

a classification, can trigger a process corresponding to the particular neuron, or can act 

as a control signal to a later computational stage. 

Only the simplest form of self-organization, the competitive learning network, is 

discussed here. Competitive learning approximately performs a K-means clustering 

algorithm, which is called K-means because the algorithm clusters K classes. In the K-

means algorithm, the weights specify vectors in feature space; each vector identifies the 

mean'of a distribution of patterns that belong to the same class, so there are K mean 



vectors in feature space. As a new pattern is presented, the algorithm decides to 

which cluster mean the pattern is closest, classifies the pattern as such, and recal

culates the mean for that class including the new pattern. 

In the competitive learning network,21-22 the output layer of neurons compete to 

turn on in response to an input vector x. The competitive process causes only the one 

neuron with the highest input activity in the output layer of the network to be on, and 

all the others are turned off. This form of competition is referred to as "winner-take-

air'. The weights for connections to the jth output neuron form a weight vector in 

weight space. The inner product of the the weight vector with the input pattern 

vector yields Uj, the presynaptic value of the }th output neuron. Assuming all output 

neurons have identical nonlinearity functions, the neuron with the highest presynaptic 

inner product will have the highest output and will eventually win the competition. 

Learning is enforced by strengthening the connections which lead to the winning 

neuron. This can be expressed as an outer product learning rule between the output 

neurons z, only one of which is on, and the input layer neurons x-

AWtJ - €xtzj. (2-28) 

Thus, weight vectors for winning neurons get stronger and the others weaken. 

But, this approach leads to unstable learning, since the winning weight vector would 

soon dominate and always win the competition, resulting in just one class. To avoid 

this problem, the input vectors are normalized as the weight matrix is updated by 

outer product, and a proportional decay term is added to keep the weight vectors from 

growing too large, therefore keeping all of the weight vectors of approximately equal 

magnitude. By normalizing the input vector and subtracting a term with the forgetting 

rate a, Eq. (2-28) becomes 

AWii " €W1TzJ ~ aWH- (2"29) I Ml 
The effect of this rule is that the weight vector which is closest to the input vector 



wins the competition and moves toward the direction of the winning input vector. 

The net effect of the weight vector movement is that it points to the mean for the class 

it represents. It is important to note that if each class is not repeated often enough, the 

forgetting term will cause the weights leading to the corresponding neurons to diminish 

to zero. 

Allowing for time dependence of the weight matrix evolution and assuming that 

neuron Zj wins the competition in much less time than the weight matrix learning 

process, Eq. (2-29) becomes a linear differential equation. Assuming an initial condi

tion of Wy - 0, this can be solved to yield the time dynamics of the weight element, 

valid over the time that x, and Zj remain unchanged. 

The rate at which the weights grow is determined by the forgetting rate a, which is 

also the rate at which the weights decay back to zero. A slow rate (large a) will also 

result, however, in a smaller steady-state weight unless the learning rate e is adjusted 

to remain proportional to the forgettting rate a. 

There are several mechanisms by which competition between neurons can be 

achieved, the three most common of which are 1) additive lateral inhibitory networks, 

2) global broadcast of an inhibition signal, and 3) competition for a fixed resource. 

In the lateral inhibitory network (LIN),21,2 the output neurons are connected to 

other neurons of the same layer through equal negative weights, as well as being 

driven by weighted outputs from neurons of prior layers. The negative weights 

between neurons of the same layer serve as inhibitory connections, causing a competi

tion between neurons to go into the "on" state. When the output zt of the ith neuron is 

high, it will force the presynaptic inputs to the other neurons to be diminished, 

and the output z^ of those other neurons will in turn be lowered, when the neural 

units have a soft (eg., sigmoidal) non-linearity. As the network evolves and the ith 

(2-30) 



output grows higher than the others, the other neuron outputs decrease, allowing zt to 

increase faster (since there is less inhibition from the other neurons), until only zt is on 

and the other Zj# • are off. 

For an output layer of N mutually inhibitory interconnected neurons, with inputs 

from a previous layer of NL neurons connected through positive weights Wjt, the 

output of the jth output neuron evolves by the dynamic rule: 

A 
- / Wilxl^) ~ Tr/ .ZW W - (2-31a) 

/-I A-l 

2j(t) - T[Uj{t)l (2-31 b) 

The second term of Eq. (2-3 la) can be thought of as an inhibitory term, the 

inner product of a weight matrix (with only values of -l/N except for zeroes along the 

diagonal) with the network outputs z. In this algorithm, however, there is no adapta

tion of the recurrent inhibitory weights. The third term of Eq. (2-3la) is a "leaky" 

term proportional to the presynaptic activity to keep it from growing infinitely large. 

In Eq. (2-316) T(u) is a unipolar, sigmoidal neural nonlinearity. 

Lateral inhibitory systems are susceptible to biases favoring one neuron over 

another in competition to reach a high state. The biases can be caused by variation in 

the neural non-linearity from one neural unit to the next or by unequal inhibitive con

nections. In an N neuron winner-take-all LIN, such nonuniformities will cause the 

network to give incorrect results if device variances exceed l/// of their operating 

values.24 It might be desirable to have an adaptable inhibitory interconnect for the 

ouput layer that will automatically correct for device variances in order to remove 

biases in the inhibitory term of Eq. (2-31). 

The competitive mechanism of global inhibiton does not use inhibitory connec

tions between each of the output neurons. Instead, all the outputs are summed 

together, the sum is amplified with negative gain, and the resulting inhibitory signal is 



broadcast to all of the output neurons simultaneously. This causes all of the neurons 

to be inhibited equally, proportional to the total sum of all the outputs. The more 

outputs that are on, the larger the inhibitory signal. 

Competition for a fixed resource uses an interconnection which is fed to each 

neuron in turn.12 Use of this resource (e.g., current in an electronic network, or gain 

in a laser resonator) is necessary for a neuron to turn on, and is limited to being suffi

cient to turn on only one neuron. As a neuron goes into the high state it consumes 

more of the resource, and because the quantity of the resource available to the whole 

neural layer is fixed, the other neurons have less with which to turn high. As a 

result the highest neuron uses more of the resource, becoming larger, denying the other 

neurons the resource, and thus one neuron wins the competiton, becoming the only 

neuron in the high state. 
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Chapter III. 

Photorefractive Crystals As Optical Interconnects 

A. Photorefractive holographic gratings 

Photorefractive crystals may be a useful means for implementing real-time 

adaptable, high-capacity, optical interconnections in an artificial neural network. The 

interconnections may be stored as volume holographic gratings in a photorefractive 

crystal (PRC), diffracting optical signals with a weighted diffraction efficiency from 

one neural layer to another. This section presents the physical model for the writing, 

and erasing, of holographic gratings due to the photorefractive effect in such crystals. 

Holographic gratings in a PRC are written by the interference of two coherent 

optical waves. Assuming plane waves for simplicity, the first optical beam has field 

Et and propation vector kt; the other has field Ej and propagation vector k2 (boldface 

indicates a vector in this discussion). 

E,(i\*) - ±«?,p,e*kl'r " w) + c.c. (3-la) 

E2(r,/) - ic?2p2/kl'r ' ut) + c.c. (3-16) 

where 8, and <S2 are field amplitudes, P( is a unit polarization vector, r is a position 

vector in space, and u is the optical frequency.25 The intensity /, or power density 

(sometimes called irradiance), of each beam is IT - ^ j <ST where e and /I are the 

constants of permittivity and permeability, respectively. The interference of the two 

waves gives an intensity pattern /(r) as 

/(r) - /, + I2 + 2v/7JI[p1-p2]cos[(k1 - kj-r] (3-2) 

where Ix is the intensity of beam 1 and I2 is that of the second. This may be 

rewritten by defining the total intensity /0 - Ix + /2, and the grating wave vector 

k.g - k! - k2. as 

/(r) - /„[! + mcos(kgT)] (3-3) 
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where m is the modulation depth given by 

2VTJI 
m - . . [p!-p2] (0 <. m <. 1). 

11 + / 2 
(3-4) 

Thus, the interference of the two beams creates a static fringe pattern with a spatial 

periodicity of AG - 2ff/|kg|. If it is assumed that the two writing beams are symmetric 

about the normal to the z-axis of the crystal, then the grating vector kg is parallel to z, 

and the argument of the cosine becomes kgz. 

Holographic gratings are formed in a crystal through the optically driven redis

tribution of electrons in the material, a resulting localized electric field, and a spatially 

varying index modulation caused by the local field. The foundations for the formation 

of gratings in PRCs are given by four equations developed fully by Kukhtarev.26 

The first of these four is the continuity equation: 

where n is the electron density, N*D is the number of ionized donor dopants, q is the 

electric charge, and J is the current density. Continuity requires, as the above expres

sion shows, that the difference in the temporal change of the electron density and the 

ionized trap density is accounted for by the local influx of electrons due to the current 

density. Alternatively, the temporal change in the density of electrons is the sum of 

the net rate of ionization of donors and the local flow of electrons due to current. 

The second material equation is the rate equation for the ionization of donor 

dopants: 

where N*D is the number density of ionized donors, ND is the total number density of 

donor dopants, s is the photoionization cross section, I is the irradiance (power density) 

of the optical wave, and yR is the recombination rate coefficient. Simply stated, the 

rate of change of the ionized donor density is the rate of generation of electrons minus 

(continuity) (3-5) 

SI(ND - NQ) - FRNNP (rate equation) (3-6) 
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the rate of recombination. The factor si gives the probability of generation due to 

optical excitation; thermal excitation has been omitted. The excitation rate is propor

tional to the number of available unionized donors (ND - NQ) in order to give the gen

eration rate of free electrons. The recombination rate is a nonlinear term proportional 

to the product of electron density and donor sites available. 

The third equation is the current equation: 

J - qfinE - kBTfiVn + JPh (current equation) (3-7) 

where J is the current density, /i is the electron mobility, E is the total static electric 

field, kB is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature, and JPh is the photovoltaic 

current density. The current equation states that the total current is the sum of the 

electrons moving due to the electric field (drift current), the thermal diffusion of elec

trons (diffusion current), and the photovoltaic current. The photovoltaic current JPh is 

generated by the directionally preferential optical ionization of electrons in some 

crystals when illuminated by polarized light. The photovoltaic effect is ignored for the 

remainder of this discussion, but it plays an important role in some of the crystals dis

cussed in the Chapter 3. 

The fourth equation relates the gradient of the local space-charge field to the net 

local density of charge by Poisson's law: 

VE - 4|2(/j - p + NA - N*D) (Poisson's law) (3-8) 

where E is the electric field, e is the static dielectric constant, p is the hole density 

which is zero in most insulators, and NA is the number density of acceptors. An 

approximation has been made here which assumes that Ve is negligible. 

The space-charge field E that is created by the redistribution of charge has the 

same periodicity AG as the cosinusoidal interference of the two optical beams, although 

there may be a phase shift. However, the space-charge field is not a pure cosinusoid; 

but, due to its periodic nature, it may be expressed as a Fourier series of cosinusoidal 
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harmonic fields. Only the first Fourier component is of interest, since that is the only 

Bragg-matched component which diffracts the beams that are of concern. The 

temporal and spatial evolution of the first Fourier component of the space-charge 

field is 5E, which is given by:27 

hE(z,t) - mEsc[-cosi,kgz + tf) + e~'^ecos(kgz + u>t + ty)]. (3-9) 

Esc is the maximum amplitude of the space charge field, when the modulation depth 

m - 1, and is given by 

where kg is the grating wave number, and k0 is the wave number of the trap density-

limited diffusion field. ^ is the phase shift between I and SE at steady state, and is 

close to jt/2 for most diffusion driven crystals, but may be close to zero phase for pho-

tovoltaic-dominated PRCs. The effective time constant for the writing of gratings is 

re, and is inversely proportional to the total illuminating intensity (approximately). 

Similarly, w is the frequency of a damped transient oscillation of the space-charge 

field and is dependent on several material time scale parameters. 

The form of SE shows that the space-charge field grows with a single-pole RC 

form to a value of mEsc in steady state, but there may be some damped oscillation 

about the exponential growth due to the frequency w. The oscillatory behavior caused 

by o> can be considered as an imaginary component of the effective time constant re. 

This space-charge field induces a change An in the refractive index of the 

crystal by the electro-optic effect:28 

An(z,/) - - reff8E(z,t) (3-11) 

where n0 is the background refractive index and refj is the effective value of the 

third-rank electro-optic tensor x. The value of the electro-optic tensor that is used 

(reff) is very important in the reading of gratings in PRCs, and is determined by the 

interaction of the rtjk components of z. with the polarization of the incident optical 



waves and with the orientation of kg with respect to the crystallographic axes. 

Gratings and beam polarizations should be oriented to achieve the maximum ref} and 

modulation depth m. In lithium niobate (UNbO3), gratings are usually written along 

the r-axis to take advantage of the efficient charge transport due to the large photo

voltaic constant, so reff - r333 is used, which means the readout and diffracted beams 

should have primarily a z-component in their polarization, and the grating vector is 

nearly parallel to the z-axis. 

The modulation of the refractive index due the first-order space-charge field is a 

volume phase grating in the crystal. When a readout beam, of the appropriate polari

zation and at the Bragg angle, is incident on the volume phase grating, part of it is dif

fracted. A readout beam is nearly Bragg-matched (some small corrections are needed) 

when the condition AG is met, where Xr is the readout beam wavelength, and 

0r is the angle of the readout beam with respect to the grating normal. A Bragg-

matched readout beam is diffracted by a uniform holographic grating with a diffrac

tion efficiency ij of:29 

ij(f) • sin2 (3-12) 

where d is the crystal thickness, and An(t) is the temporally-dependent magnitude of 

the index modulation An of Eq. (3-11). The actual diffraction efficiency will be lower 

than this due to absorption and surface reflections. Diffraction efficiency is also 

lowered by fringe curvature, which is the result of dynamic self-diffraction of the 

writing beams, shifting the fringe phase as beams propagate along the depth of the 

crystal.26 The finite width of the interfering optical beams causes a grating strength 

variation due to unequal modulation depths, thus causing further reduction in the 

expected diffraction efficiency. 

The full time evolution of the diffraction efficiency is found by combining Eqs. 

(3_9) _ (3_12). This yields: 
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r;W - sin2[A!(l - e"'/Tecosw<)] (3-13) 
i /Z ^ 

where K - \ cosd "J~reffm^sc 's a constant determined by the geometry and proper

ties of the material. For low diffraction efficiencies, the small angle approximation 

can be used and the time dependence of the diffraction efficiency can be written as: 

I , |2 
i?(<) a A? 11 _ e-'frc I (3-14) 

J 
where r, - —%— is the complex time constant of the writing dynamics. Eq. (3-14) 

1 - l(jiTe 

has a 3% error from Eq. (3-13) for t) - .10, so its simplicity is justified by reasonably 

small inaccuracy. For small times, and therefore low diffraction efficiency, the expan

sion of the exponential gives r}(f) as having a parabolic growth proportional to t2. 

Figure 3.1 shows the ideal writing dynamics (in arbitrary units) for the diffrac

tion efficiency rj as a function of time t, for o> - 0, <*>TE- .2, and core - .4, with TE - 1 

UJT= . 2 

wx= . 4 

B e g i n  xe t  i  m e  — >  X 
e r a s u r e  

Figure 3.1. Diffraction efficiency jj vs. time t for wre - 0, .2, .4, 

showing predicted writing and incoherent erasure dynamics. 

/ 



time unit, each followed by a coherent erasure. For increasingly larger values of to, 

the envelope of writing curves is bounded by [1 + e"'^Te ]2 and [1 - e''^e ]2. 

Gratings that are written can be erased by the opposite means in which they are 

written: electrons are optically excited into the conduction band, redistributed uni

formly, the variation in the space-charge field is reduced to zero, the index modulation 

is proportionately reduced to zero, and thus, the diffraction efficiency decays to zero. 

This is done by uniformly illuminating the crystal with a plane wave, so that trapped 

electrons have equal probability of being ionized throughout the crystal. This type of 

erasure is called incoherent erasure. The predicted form of the decay of the space-

charge field is:27 

5E(z,t) - Ege'"Te coskgz (3-15) 

where Eg is the initial amplitude of the space-charge field when writing begins. The 

resulting diffraction efficiency dynamics in the small t) approximation is then given by 

i)0) - K'2e'2tlTe (3-16) 
. n s 

where K' - ^ —^~reff^g- So< the form of incoherent erasure is just a decaying 

exponential with time constant half of re. But the value of re is inversely proportional 

to the total erasing intensity /„, which may be half of the writing intensity if one of 

two equal writing beams is used to erase, so that in this case, the observed erase time 

constant is twice that of the write time. However, in some cases, use of a writing 

beam for such erasure may not erase but actually strengthen the gratings, as explained 

later in this chapter. Incoherent erasure dynamics following the form of Eq. (3-16) are 

shown on the right side of Figure 3.1. 

An alternate form of erasure is called coherent erasure, in which one of the 

writing beams is shifted by a phase of rr radians, causing a shift in the interference 

fringes of half the grating period. The motivation for this process is to cause gratings 

to be written in between the gratings written by the unshifted beams, redistributing 
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Figure 3.2. Predicted coherent erasure for a) w - 0 and b) u> • .08. 

electrons trapped by the previous grating. In the case of no oscillation (w » 0), this 

should in turn create a net effect of zero space-charge field variation when the two in

terleaved sets of gratings are equal, resulting in no diffraction. The space-charge field 

eventually reverses itself in space, causing SE to go through zero to asymptotically 

approach -mEsc. In the simplest case, the time constant for the erasure is the same as 

for the writing phase, but the erasure driving term is twice as large as the writing 

limit (~2mEsc rather than mEsc), so the space-charge field goes to zero faster than it 



was written. The resulting diffraction efficiency should progress at approximately the 

square of the space-charge field evolution, for small 17, exhibiting near-parabolas for 

the erasure as tj goes through a minimum. If, however, phase oscillation of ESC does 

take place (cj + 0), then simulations show that the diffraction efficiency may not reach 

zero. Figure 3.2 illustrates coherent erasure for o> = 0 and ure - .08, with the fringe 

phase being shifted by ir every time 1} reaches a fixed value. The top trace shows the 

relative phase of the two writing beams, and the lower traces show the resulting 

expected form of the diffraction efficiency (in arbitrary units) as time progresses. 

Consideration of phase noise must be made. Phase noise is the stochastic fluctu

ation in the relative phase between the two optical writing waves. During writing, if 

the relative phase fluctuates, the fringes will be shifted, causing the writing dynamics 

to be altered from the ideal case. Sometimes fluctuations can offset the effect of the 

dephasing at term in the cosine of Eq. (3-9) causing the diffraction efficiency 7) to be 

temporarily increased above its expected value. However, most phase fluctuations, 

especially when o> - 0, will cause the diffraction efficiency to drop suddenly and 

momentarily. Figure 3.3 depicts a simulation of the effects of phase noise on the 

writing dynamics of if. The top trace in Figure 3.3 shows the random progression of 

the phase in time, and the bottom trace shows the resulting diffraction efficiency. 

Phase noise is caused primarily by air currents and component vibrations 

between the splitting of coherent optical beams and their interference in the crystal. 

Thus, the writing and coherent erasure dynamics are subject to erratic behavior due to 

phase noise, since the paths of each beam may be affected differently. Incoherent 

erasure is immune to such an effect, because phase fluctuations in the optical beam are 

not relevant, since there are no interference fringes to shift. 
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B. Experimental results for photorefractive crystals 

Experiments were performed on six different crystals to explore three aspects of 

each: 1) writing dynamics, 2) incoherent erasure dynamics, and 3) coherent erasure 

dynamics. The six crystals tested were three samples of iron-doped lithium niobate 

(LiNb03), two pieces of strontium barium niobate (SrxBa,.xNb206 or SBN) — one 

doped with Cerium, the other undoped — and one sample of barium titanate (BaTi03). 

The nature of the writing dynamics of each were tested to find 1) the peak diffraction 

efficiency, 2) the rise time of the diffraction efficiency curve, and 3) if oscillations are 

present in the dynamics. 

Incoherent erasure tests were performed to see 1) if the crystals erase toward 

zero efficiency, and 2) the relative time constants for the writing and erasing processes. 

Incoherent erasure was performed by writing a grating to some arbitrary diffraction 

efficiency and then blocking one of the writing beams. Since a writing beam is used 

for erasure, it is automatically Bragg-matched to the grating, so the experiment deter

mines if incoherent erasure can be accomplished with Bragg-matched erase beams in 

the crystals tested. The coherent erasure part of the experiment was done to see 1) 

whether the process succeeds in erasing gratings, 2) the degree to which erasure is 

effected, and 3) the speed comparison of erase times between incoherent and coherent 

erasure. 

The experimental schematic for the experiment is shown in Figure 3.4. An 

Argon ion (Ar+) laser was used to write the gratings. The laser included a single-

mode etalon to operate at wavelength \Ar - S14.S nm (green), and can provide a 

maximum of 1 W of power at this wavelength. Pre-collimation steering optics, a half-

wave plate, and a polarizing beamsplitter (for attenuation and linear polarization) are 

not shown in the schematic. The beam was spatially filtered and collimated to a beam 

width of about S mm, which was then passed through an aperture of 3 mm diameter. 
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Figure 3.4. Schematic for photorefractive crystal experiments. 



This aperture remained fixed so that all gratings were written using beams of known 

power density, regardless of the beam width after the collimator. Power density is 

expressed in this section as an integrated power, with the conversion to intensity made 

by dividing by 7.07 mm2 (the area of the aperture), thus a power of 70 mW indicates 

a power density of I - 10 mW/mm2 - 1 W/cm2. All measurements for the power of 

the writing beams were made between the aperture and the beamsplitter (BS) which 

follows it. The beamsplitter used was a 50/50 BS to give the beams equal power. 

Actually, the beams had a 52/48 ratio, but this still gives a maximum modulation 

depth of m » .999. 

The gratings were written using extraordinarily (horizontally) polarized beams at 

a full angle 20o - 45°, and the crystal was oriented so that the grating vector kg is 

parallel to the crystal's z-axis (sometimes called the c-axis), and the y-axis is along its 

depth. This orientation makes use of the r33 component of the electro-optic tensor (in 

reduced notation) in LiNbOs and SBN, but for BaTiOs. reading is best when the r4t 

component is used, so the gratings should be written with kg at approximately 45° to 

the y- and z-axes for the latter crystal.28 The crystal was positioned on a mount 

which allows the crystal to be rotated up to ±2° horizontally, to be tipped and tilted by 

as much as ±1°, and to be translated in the z-direction by ±2 cm. This feature is 

useful to unmatch the Bragg angles of old gratings with the writing beams of a new 

grating. 

A low power Helium-Neon (HeNe) laser beam, of wavelength XHe - 632.8 nm 

(red), nondestructively reads out the efficiency of the gratings while they are being 

written. The grating dynamics are less sensitive to red HeNe light than to greeen Ar+ 

light, because the materials' spectral absorption is smaller at the longer wavelength, so 

electrons are less likely to be excited into the conduction band. The maximum power 

of the HeNe beam is 2.95 mW in a 2 mm diameter beam, but this power can be atten



uated using neutral density filters when low writing powers are used. Because the 

Bragg angle, for matching the readout beam to its diffracted first order, is wavelength 

dependent, the HeNe beam must be incident on the crystal at a readout angle 0r such 

that XArsin0r ss \Hesin0„, so a mirror (M3) was used to deflect the HeNe beam toward 

the crystal at the correct angle, 0r as 28.1° from the normal to kg. For thick gratings, 

the Bragg angle has a very stringent tolerance, on the order of 5 - 10 minutes of arc in 

the crystals tested. Therefore, mirror Ms was mounted on a rotatable and translatable 

mirror to fine adjust 0r to the optimal Bragg angle. 

Another mirror (M4) steered the diffracted HeNe beam to pass through some 

filtering optics — a lens, aperture, and a red-pass filter — to eliminate stray green 

(Ar+) light, and the diffracted power of the red HeNe beam is measured in real-time 

with a power meter. The diffraction efficiency r\ of the grating is defined as the ratio 

of the detected power of the diffracted beam to the power of the incident HeNe beam. 

No account is taken for losses due to reflections off of the crystal surface or absorp

tion by the crystal; however, an empirical adjustment factor of 1.30 is used to compen

sate for reflections or losses in the filtering optics. 

power detected x 1.30 (3-17) 
' " power incident on crystal 

The following parameters were kept constant for all experimental tests on the 

crystals: 

a) Ar+-beam cross-sectional area is 7.1 mm2. 

b) HeNe Bragg angle and spatial overlap are optimized for each sample. There

fore, a small test grating is made in each to confirm optimal alignment. 

c) All angles and distances from BS to crystal are maintained. 

d) All gratings are written and read with extraordinary polarizaton. 

Table 1 shows a summary of some of the results obtained by the above experi

ment. Note that the same power density was not used on every crystal and that only 
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Table 1. Experimental results summary for photorefractive crystals. 

Crystal Dopant/ 
% weight 

size (mm) 
x,y,z 

Writing 
power (mW) 

write lime 
constant 
(min:sec) 

Peak Diffr 
Eff'y i? 

Oscill
ations? 

LiNbOs Fe:0.01 19x9x21 200 1:10 .23 Yes 
100 2:40 .24 No 

LiNbOs Fe:0.005 5x5x5 200 1:50 .21 Yes LiNbOs 

100 3:40 .09 No 

LiNbOs Fe:0.06 10x2x25 100 :05-:20 .27 Yes 
30 : 15—:30 .27 Yes 

SBN CerO.Ol 7x2x14 30 :01-:02 .14 Small 
10 :03 .14 Small 

SBN 10x5x10 100 :01 .0012 Small 
50 :01-:02 .0010 Small 

BaTiOs - 5x4x5 50 :01 .0040* No 

Crystal Dopant/ 
Power 

Incoherent 
Erasure? 

1/e Erase 
Time (:sec) 

Coherent 
Erasure? 

Maximum 
% Erasure 

1/e Erase 
Time (min:sec) 

LiNbOs Fe:0.01% 
lOOmW 

No — Yes 94% 1:10 

LiNbOs Fe:0.005% 
200mW 

No — Yes 86-96% :45 

LiNbO, Fe:0.06% 
30mW 

Writes — Yes 67% :12 

SBN Ce:0.01% 
lOmW 

Yes :04 Yes 90% :02 

SBN 
50mW 

Yes :01 Yes 70% < :01 

BaTiOs 
50mW 

Yes :02 Fair 40-60% < :01 

* — geometry used is not optimal for BaTiOs 
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the total writing power is indicated. The values given for the writing time constant, 

peak efficiency, % erasure, and erasure times are typical values that were actually 

observed and do not represent a statistical average of all the data observed. In some 

cases, different trials gave very different results, so a range of observed values is 

given. The crystals can be divided into two groups — the three LiNb03 crystals being 

the slow group, and the two SBN and the BaTi03 crystals comprising the fast group. 

Some interesting observations are discussed further in the following pages. 

The first crystal tested in the experiment is LiNbOs (Fe:0.01%), which has 

writing dynamics that demonstrate the expected behavior. Figure 3.5 shows the 

observed writing dynamics for this crystal using two different writing powers, one the 

double of the other (200 mW and 100 mW). The dynamics show that the higher 

power writes gratings twice as fast, which is expected since the writing time constant 

100 mW 

>s 

200 mW 

ijl 0.05 : 

0.00 - * 
0.00 12.00 10.00 

Time (mins) 

Figure 3.5. Writing dynamics of LiNbOs (Fe:0.01%) for two intensities. 



is inversely proportional to total intensity. The diffraction efficiency of the two trials 

is similar, which shows that power does not affect the maximum of 17 in this crystal. 

The 200 mW trace also shows some oscillation of the diffraction efficiency caused by 

the complex nature of the writing time constant rc. 

Figure 3.6 shows writing dynamics for two of the crystals using the same beam 

power. The results show very little difference between the nature of the two 

dynamics for such low-doped crystals, except that the higher doped crystal is faster. 

When the higher doped (Fe:0.06%) sample of LiNbOs was used, not only are gratings 

written much faster, but also the crystal's sensitivity to random phase fluctuations in 

the writing paths caused very erratic writing behavior, as is shown in Figure 3.7. 

These fluctuations do not reflect intrinsic properties of the crystal dynamics directly, 

but they do indicate the crystal's sensitivity to phase noise. The doping levels in SBN 

do not affect writing speeds very much, but the peak diffraction efficiency is greatly 

enhanced with doping. In the experiments on BaTiOj, the observed diffraction effi

ciency reached levels much lower than others have found it to be, because the 

geometry used here was not effectively using the r« component of the electro-optic 

tensor mentioned in the previous section. 

The Bragg-matched incoherent erasure experiments demonstrate that such erasure 

did not work in any of the LiNb03 crystals, but instead can serve to strengthen the 

gratings. The strengthening of the gratings is seen by an increase in diffraction effi

ciency after one of the writing beams was blocked. This increase is the result of a 

Bragg-matched beam diffracting off the crystal with appreciable diffracted intensity. 

The "erasing" and diffracted beams interfere with each other with the same phase as 

the original two writing beams, and not very much diffracted intensity is required to 

create fringes with fair modulation depth. Thus, the previously written gratings in the 

crystal continue to be written, until the writing dynamics stabilize at a steady-state 
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Figure 3.6. Writing dynamics of LiNb03 for two doping levels. 
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Figure 3.7. Writing dynamics of LiNb03 (Fe:0.06%). 



level. Figure 3.8 shows an attempt at Bragg-matched incoherent erasure slowly 

enhancing the gratings in LiNb03 (Fe:0.01%), but Figure 3.9 demonstrates the full 

effect of Bragg-matched "erasure" in LiNb03 (Fe:0.06%), writing the gratings to a dif

fraction efficiency of rf - .35. Comparison of Figures 3.9 and 3.7 shows that writing a 

grating to its peak with one beam is far superior to writing with two in the case of 

the heavily doped LiNbOs. This is because the severe sensitivity of this crystal to 

noise is eliminated, since phase noise is of no concern with a single beam — the dif

fracted wave will always have the same spatial phase dependendence, regardless of 

any changes in the phase of the erasure beam before the crystal — and the diffracted 

and undiffracted waves interfere in the crystal in such a way as to reinforce the 

gratings that have been partially written. A small oscillation constant, such that 

U>TE as .1, causes the slight roll at the diffraction peak of Figure 3.9, showing that 

w * 0. The difference in enhancement rates between the two shown samples of 

LiNbOs is due to the Fe:0.06% sample being more responsive to the low-modulation 

fringes resulting from the interference of the erasure beam with its diffracted part. 

In the faster crystals, Bragg-matched incoherent erasure succeeds in erasing the 

gratings to zero efficiency, consistent with the projected behavior given in section A of 

this chapter. Figure 3.10 shows incoherent erasure in BaTiOs. The figure indicates 

the drop of half the writing power in erasure due to the blockage of one writing beam, 

and the time constant is doubled in erasure as a result, which is expected. 

Coherent erasure of the gratings is accomplished by translating one of the 

mirrors (Mj) with a piezo-electric translator (PZT) by an amount which shifts the 

relative phases of the two beams by a phase of it radians. When a voltage V„ is 

applied to the PZT, the beams are unshifted, and when a voltage V„ is applied to the 

PZT, the beams are shifted in phase by rr. Thus, a switch from V0 to V„ causes a 

new grating to be written in between the previously written one, decreasing the dif-
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Figure 3.8. Bragg-matched incoherent erasure trials in LiNbOs (Fe:0.01%). 
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Figure 3.10. Incoherent erasure in BaTiOs. 

fraction efficiency until the new one takes over; another switch to V0 writes the old 

grating again, erasing the new one, and again switching to V„ repeats the cycle. 

Figure 3.11 demonstrates coherent erasure in LiNbOs (Fe:0.01%) with a 94% effective

ness in dropping the diffraction efficiency. Figure 3.12 shows both coherent and inco

herent erasure in Ce-doped SBN. The coherent erasure of the gratings takes place 

faster than the incoherent ereasure, since the former has the same time constant as the 

writing of the gratings. Note that the forms of the curves correspond closely with the 

simulated curves in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. 
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Figure 3.11. Coherent erasure in LiNb03 (Fe:0.01%). 
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Figure 3.12. Incoherent and coherent erasure in Ce:SBN. 
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C. A photorefractive crystal as an optical interconnect 

Adaptive volume holograms have been recommended as a possible means for the 

implementation of interconnections in optical neural network architectures.9 This 

chapter has described how holographic gratings can be stored in photorefractive 

crystals (PRCs). Expanding the notion of recording the interference of plane waves 

into the recording of interference between two arrays of point sources gives PRCs the 

ability to record a hologram of the outer product of the arrays. Each point source in 

one array interferes with every point source in the other, and each interference 

produces a grating with amplitude proportional to the amplitudes of the two contribut

ing sources, similar to an outer product. Volume holgrams which interconnect the 

output of neural plane A to the input of layer B are stored by the interference of a 

wave emanating from A with a wave converging to B. It may be possible to use a 

PRC as such a volume hologram, especially because PRCs have some of the desired 

properties of an optical interconnect, which are enumerated below. 

Neural network interconnects must be able to store a large number of intercon

nections with a continuous, bipolar range of connection weights, and should be linear, 

bidirectional, and adaptable in real-time. In a PRC weights can be stored as the dif-

fracton efficiency of a grating which diffracts the light output of neuron Zj in one 

layer to the input U; of a neuron in the next layer. The grating which acts as an in

terconnection between Zj and Uj is induced by the interference of one optical wave 

emanating from Zj and another convergent on Uj. The results of the previous section 

show that diffraction efficiency (in terms of beam intensities) can take on a unipolar 

continuous range of values, so a photorefractive hologram can implement continuous 

weights. Bipolar weights can be implemented by the amplitude diffraction efficiency 

of the gratings which preserves the phase information of the wavefronts, such that a 

relative phase of it gives negative weights. The capacity of PRCs has been given as 
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(\/n)^ un'que gratings* where V is the crystal volume, X is the writing wavelength, 

and n is the refractive index of the crystal.15 Thus, a 1 cm3 crystal, with X - .5 fim 

and n - 2.5, has a capacity of over 10" gratings. However, only a very small fraction 

of this theoretical storage capacity is holographically accessible because of the spatial 

frequency response of the PRC, the angular aperture of the crystal, and erasure of 

older gratings, to name a few limitations. 

In addition to having continuous weights and high capacity, the PRC needs to be 

linear, bidirectional, and adaptive to be a good interconnect. The writing of weights 

in a PRC is not a linear process, but non-destructive readout by diffraction is approx

imately linear, so only a linear operation is performed by the interconnect. Because 

Bragg-matching of the crystal grating with a readout beam is symmetrical for a 

counter-propagating beam, the gratings are also bidirectional. 

The previous section demonstrates that the weights (diffraction efficiency) in a 

PRC can be adapted in real time. The writing of gratings due to interference approx

imates the outer-product of the two patterns being interfered, so a PRC can inherently 

perform outer-product rule corrections to the weights it stores. In fact, the dynamics 

of holgraphic writing in a PRC with u - 0 are almost exactly what is desired for the 

competitive learning weight modification rules of Chapter 2. Equation (2-30) of 

Chapter 2 gives the amplitude dynamics of a weight element in a competitive network, 

and Eq. (3-9) in this chapter gives the identical form when the spatial dependence is 

ignored, which yields the time-dependent space-charge field magnitude. In fact, for 

the competitive network, there is a correspondence between the grating modulation 

dep,h im * iwii 
X j Z j  

of the learning algorithm. and the normalized activities 

The square root of the ideal writing curves for photorefractive gratings shown in 

Figure 3.1 gives the amplitude diffraction efficiency, which is essentially the same as 

the algorithmic weight dynamics given in Eq. (2-30). Therefore, PRCs have the 
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advantage of behaving in a manner conducive to competitive learning. 

Holographic storage in PRCs may have the additional advantage of selective 

erasure through coherent erasure. By presentation of a jr-phase-shifted version of a 

stored input/output pair which is no longer desired, the interconnection for such an 

association can be selectively weakened. However, the duration time of such an 

erasure is critical, because the diffraction efficiency reverses itself after reaching a 

minimum, while the incoherent erasure of all other holograms continues to decay the 

weights of the other interconnections. 

For a learning network to retain knowledge, it is desirable for the interconnect to 

respond slowly to the signals which force correction of the weights, and to erase even 

more slowly. This is called slow learning, and can be implemented using a PRC with 

a long time constant, such as LiNbOs. However, Hinton claims that learning an 

optimum weight matrix by minimizing the error function can be accomplished more 

efficiently by using both slow and fast weights.30 The purpose of the fast weights is 

to quickly follow the gradient of the error function to search out the minimum of the 

error function, and then they decay to zero. The slow weights integrate over the net 

effect of the fast weights to circumvent long detours that the latter had to take to 

reach the minimum. A combination of fast and slow weights may be implemented by 

use of a fast PRC (e.g., SBN) and a slow crystal (LiNbOs), simultaneously. No experi

ments have been done for this thesis to test the effect of such a combination, and it is 

not obvious whether the crystals need to be side-by-side or one behind the other. It 

may even be necessary that a PRC interconnect must be grown such that it is partiti

oned into crystallites alternating between fast and slow material, in order to implement 

Hinton's weights in a PRC. 

For the competitive system described in Chapter 4, the sample of LiNbOj 

(Fe:0.01%) was chosen as the optical interconnect because it has desirable properties for 
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use in a learning network. First, it is a slow crystal for slow learning. It has a large 

volume and can thus store many components of the interconnection hologram. It has a 

reasonable peak diffraction efficiency (about 25%) which gives good reconstruction of 

the interconnecting beams. It also has an optical quality finish on its surfaces, so that 

very little light is scattered from the surface and images of objects are stored accu

rately. 
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Chapter IV. 

A Competitive Optical Learning Network 

A. Opto-electronic competition 

We have designed, constructed, and demonstrated a competitive optical system 

which performs -a classification of an input optical pattern into one of two classes. 

The system acts as a single-layer neural network with a mutual inhibitory recurrent 

feedback loop on the two output neurons. The input set of neurons is represented by 

two transmissive object patterns, only one of which is illuminated at a time. The 

output pair of neurons, one for each class in unary representation, is implemented by a 

pair of photo-diodes which are part of an opto-electronic competition circuit. The 

adaptive interconnections are implemented with a photorefractive volume hologram. 

The basic operation of the interconnection and feedback part of the network are 

diagrammed in Figure 4.1. An object is stored by interference with one of two refer

ence beams in a photorefractive crystal. The crystal used in our experiment was a 

sample of Fe-doped LiNb03 (Fe:0.01%) with a size of 19x9x21 mm. Two object waves, 

and 02, are allowed to propagate down the same axis, but never simultaneously. 

Two reference beams, Ri and R2, are incident on the crystal at slightly different 

angles, and are imaged onto a pair of photo-diodes. Each object beam interferes with 

only one reference beam, so volume holograms are written in the crystal by each pair 

of interfering beams. Thus, object beam Ox interferes with reference wave and 

object beam 02 interferes with reference wave R2. When object beam O! illuminates 

the crystal, it reads out reference beam Rj, which is focused onto photo-diode in 

the competition circuit; and similarly, 02 reconstructs R2 which focuses onto detector 

D2. When a reference beam is permitted to read out the hologram, its diffraction 

produces a reconstructed version of the corresponding object wave, referred to as the 

associated output. 
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Figure 4.1. Competitive interconnection and feedback. 
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Figure 4,2. Schematic of opto-electronic competition circuit. 



The purpose of the competition circuit (an electronic schematic is shown in 

Figure 4.2) is to reinforce the strongest reconstructed reference beam. The photo-diode 

which is the more strongly illuminated of the two will cause a voltage Vout at the 

output of the circuit to be forced either positive or negative — negative if D, receives 

more light, and positive when D2 receives more. This voltage is converted to a current 

through a resistor, and the curent is passed through an ammeter. The ammeter acts as 

a mechano-optical modulator on the reference beams and is controlled by the current 

from the opto-electronic competition circuit. When there is zero current, the ammeter 

needle blocks both reference beams; when the current is sufficiently negative, the 

ammeter needle swings to one side to allow only R! to pass and blocks completely R2; 

and when the current is positive, R, is blocked and R2 is passed. When part of a 

beam passes the modulator, most of it will go through the hologram undiffracted and 

be reimaged onto its corresponding photo-diode, thus causing the output current of the 

circuit to swing the ammeter more, so that more of the beam is passed, and so on, con-

tiually reinforcing itself. The output node voltage Vout is limited by the voltage rails 

of the electronic power supplies, thus limiting the current to the modulator. Also, the 

modulator has mechanical stops restricting the swing of the ammeter neeedle, so that 

only one of the beams may be passed at any time. We have found, however, that the 

system finds stable, self-consistent states without the modulator stops, where the 

ammeter passes all of one beam and a small part of the other so that the ratio of the 

transmitted beam intensities is consistent with the raio of light received by the two 

photo-detectors, but this results in poor contrast ratios of the associated outputs. With 

the mechanical stops, contrast ratios of thousands to one are easily achieved. 

This optical arrangement implements a competitive learning neural network. The 

objects act as the input neural planes, the two photodiodes act as output neurons, and 

the LiNbOj crystal is the adaptable interconnection betweeen them. Holographic 



gratings formed in the photorefractive crystal act as weighted interconnections between 

each resolvable pixel of the inputs with each of the output neurons. Supervised outer-

product learning is performed by the interference of an object wave with its corres

ponding reference beam, which adptively strengthens the corresponding interconnects 

while all of the gratings are partially erased through incoherent erasure. 

The competition is won by the neuron with the higher presynaptic input, i.e., the 

photo-diode with the higher diffracted optical power incident upon it. An input 

pattern which is similar to stored pattern O, will diffract more light into the corres

ponding reference wave Ri than into R2, so the detector D, will have the higher presy

naptic input and win the competition. In the dichotomization process, competition is 

enforced by the opto-electronic circuit. The two classes are identified by the position 

of the ammeter — passing beam Rt if the input pattern matches Ot (state 1), passing 

beam R2 if the input is closest to 02 (state 2), or blocking both beams if the input does 

not match either stored prototype well (no decision). 

B. Demonstration of a competitive optical network 

The full schematic for the implemented competitive optical network is shown in 

Figure 4.3. The system features an Argon laser, a LiNbOj (Fe:0.01%) photorefractive 

crystal, and an opto-electronic competition circuit. Two reference waves were created 

at slightly different angles by passing one leg of the Ar+ beam though a lenslet array 

of which only two lenslets were unblocked. The lenslet pair produced two focal spots 

1 mm apart and 6 mm from the lenslet array. At the focal plane of the lenslet pair, a 

mechano-optical modulator (an ammeter needle) was placed. When no current flows 

through the ammeter, both reference waves are totally blocked; but, when there is 

current through the ammeter, one of the two beams is allowed to pass while the other 

is blocked, depending on the polarity of the current. The focal spots were imaged onto 
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a mirror behind the LiNbOs crystal, and reimaged onto a pair of photo-diodes in the 

competition circuit. At the crystal each beam had a cross-sectional diameter of about 

1 cm. Except for the two lenslets, all lenses in Figure 4.3 are labeled with their focal 

length, in millimeters, and purpose. 

Two transmissive objects — Object 1, an Air Force resolution chart, and 

Object 2, a 36-segment spoke target — were stored as prototypes in the PRC. The 

objects were illuminated by a collimated 1 cm diameter beam. The two objects were 

positioned on separate illumination paths, but were recombined and incident on the 

crystal at the exact same angle. Both were placed a focal length away from a Fourier 

Transform (FT) lens which produces the Fourier spectra of the objects at a plane a 

focal length behind the FT lens. A mirror and a beamsplitter (BS) were used to make 

the object beams recombine and propagate along the same axis, although not at the 

same time. A spatial filter was placed at the Fourier spectra plane of the objects, to 

block out the DC light level, so that only structural information of the objects is the 

basis of discrimination between them. A good DC filter would be a totally non-

transmissive spot about 100 /im in diameter, and we could easily make our filter 

100-200 /im across but not circular. Any low frequencies that were lost as a result 

were well below those of concern in the images. Another lens retransforms the 

filtered object onto an image plane in the crystal. The option was to image the 

Fourier spectra into the crystal; however, a shortage of short focal-legth lenses, limited 

space, poor modulation contrast, and wide spatial extent of the Fourier pattern, made 

us decide to keep the filtered object as the image at the crystal. The filtered image 

was then imaged onto a CCD camera so that it could be viewed on a video monitor. 

The filtered objects that were used are shown in Figure 4.4, with 4.4(a) showing object 

beam Oi and 4.4(b) showing object beam 02, with the actual size of the photgraphed 

part of the image being 5 mm to a side. To compensate for transmission differences 
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and beamsplitters which were not 50/50, neutral density filters were placed in the 

appropriate paths so that each reference and each object beam had a power of 5 mW 

at the crystal. 

The objects were stored by separately interfering each object wave with its cor

responding reference wave. First, the modulator was held open to allow Rj to pass 

while Ot was illuminating the crystal, recording a hologram between Ot and Rj. 

Then, the modulator blocked the reference beams while the objects were blocked. 

Next, the modulator was held open to allow Rz to pass while Oz was incident on the 

crystal, recording an angularly multiplexed. This cycle was repeated with each pair 

interfering in the crystal for 2 minutes each. The learning process was cycled through 

5 iterations until enough diffracted light (with the reference beams blocked) was 

incident on each photo-diode to cause the current to push the ammeter needle to each 

class. This was reached when the diffracted power was about 100 /iW or ij - 2%. 

This power level could be decreased by increasing the gain of the amplifier in the 

electronic circuit. 

When the reference beams were kept blocked, the diffracted light from 02 

caused an output voltage Vout - .6 v, which was enough to deflect the ammeter to 

allow a little of one reference beam to pass. When the reference path was unblocked, 

the part of the beam that was passed by the modulator and undiffracted by the crystal 

also hit the detector, causing a voltage swing to 1 v, which then latches into a high 

state. For positive voltage (state 2), the on state is at 7.2 v, and the other state (state 1) 

is on when the voltage latches to -7.7 v. In the latched state, the reference beam is 

completely passed by the modulator, and the part undiffracted by the crystal reaches 

the photo-diodes with more than enough power (3 mW) to keep the ammeter needle 

pinned against its stop. When this happens, the object beam may be blocked, and the 

ammeter remains latched into the winning state by the transmitted reference beam. 
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(b) 

Figure 4.4. (a) Object beam 0^ and (b) object beam 02, after each has been passed 

through Fourier filter and crystal. 



Competitive reinforcement is the key to the decision-making ability of the system, since 

the classification of the input pattern relies on the passing of at least part of the 

winning reference beam to force the opto-electronic circuit to reach the threshold level 

which latches the modulator into a winning state. 

We tested the system using partial objects, as an example of the error correction 

capability of this adaptive, competitive network. First, the system learned the original 

object patterns for 10 minutes each, over five cycles, two minutes per cycle. The 

objects were obscured and distorted by placing obstructions between the image and 

Fourier planes of the objects. Figure 4.5 shows the two partial images that the sytem 

was required to recognize. Figure 4.5(a) shows the partial of Oj, which was obs

tructed by an aperture near the image plane, and Figure 4.5(b) shows the partial of 02, 

which lost higher frequencies due to an aperture placed near the Fourier plane. The 

total power in each partial object is the same, about 2.5 mW or half of the original 

object. 

When the partial of 02 was presented, state 2 won the competition quickly — in 

a time limited by the ammeter inertia, which was less than two-tenths of a second, 

although the actual time is unknown. When the partial of Oi was presented, the 

network failed to make a decision, because the ammeter did not deflect enough to 

allow reinforcement of the diffraction of the partial object beam. So, the system was 

cycled through three more times of learning the two original objects, and then tested 

again with the partial objects. This time, both partial objects were classified correctly 

in less time than an observer could see the ammeter needle move. Detector Dt 

required 27 /iW of diffracted power to win the competition when partial Ot was used, 

but D2 needed a diffracted power of only 22 /zW to win for the case of partial 02. 

The discrepancy is due to the different response characteristics of the photo-diodes 

used and due to variations and offsets of circuit elements from ideal behavior. 



Figure 4.5. (a) Partial object beam Oi, and (b) partial object beam 02. 
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When each partial object was properly classified, the object beam was blocked, 

and the winning reference beam read out the stored hologram in the crystal. This 

produced an associated output image on the CCD for each reference beam as shown in 

Figure 4.6. The associated output for state 2, shown in Figure 4.6(b), is similar to the 

prototype image that was shown in Figure 4.4(b). But the associated image for state 1 

has been severely degraded, as shown in Figure 4.6(a). The degradation of the recon

structed associative images can be attributed mostly to fanning processes in the sample 

of LiNbOj that we used as a PRC interconnect. 

Although the associative memory aspect of this system does not show impressive 

results, the system succeeds in classifying an input image into one of two classes. The 

most important point to note is that the photorefractive crystal did learn! The PRC 

adaptively strengthened interconnections which enabled the competitive stage to select 

the correct output class. This ability to perform dichotomization can be useful, for 

instance, in searching for solutions in tree-structured sets. The design of this system 

permits only two classes as solutions due to the nature of the competitve circuit and 

modulator, but the concept of electronic competition affecting an optical process 

appears to be a useful means of performing neural computation. 



(a) 

(b) 

Figure 4.6. (a) Associated output of Ot, and (b) associated output of 02. 



Chapter V. 

Extensions: Self-aligning, Adaptive Optical Architectures 

Implementations of learning networks can be enhanced through use of a phase 

conjugating mirror (PCM). Phase conjugation is essentially a reversal of the phase 

dependence of an optical field. Phase conjugation converts in real time an input field 

E^r.t) - Re{^(r)ei("t-kz)} into a new field proportional to E^r.t) - Re{^*(r)ei(ut+kz)}.2S'28 

The phase conjugate wave has the property that, although propagating in the 

opposite direction, its spatial phase distribution everywhere is exactly the same as the 

input wave E,. This property is known as the distortion correction theorem, which 

makes phase conjugators attractive for correcting atmospheric and intra-cavity distor

tions.28 

Phase conjugation can be accomplished by four-wave mixing in a photorefrac

tive crystal (PRC) induced by the interference of a signal beam with one of two 

counter-propagating pump beams, while the other pump beam is diffracted off the res

ulting phase grating.31 The counter-propagating pump beams themselves cause a 

standing wave grating and provide the conjugate of the signal beam with optical 

power, and can thus provide a gain mechanism. The four-wave mixing process relies 

on the third-order nonlinear susceptibility x® of the material to couple energy from 

the pump beams into the phase conjugate beam of a given input wave. When the con

jugate beam has a greater amplitude than the input beam, the reflectivity of the PCM 

exceeds unity, exhibiting gain with the excess power coming at the expense of the 

counter-propagating pump beams. Thus, an appropriate PRC with strong pump beams 

can produce both the phase conjugate of an input wave and gain. The provision of 

optical gain can compensate for losses due to absorption, scattering, reflections, etc. 



The use of a PCM in an optical associative memory or learning network has 

been proposed in several architectures to provide a means of optical gain and self-

alignment of optical interconnects.9-1 '•12-32 Self-aligning interconnections in a PRC can 

be made by conjugating the wave emanating from one layer of neurons and interfering 

the conjugate with a backward traveling wave from the next layer of neurons.9,33 

Thus, in readout of the hologram, a wave from one layer will be diffracted by a set of 

weighted gratings in order to recreate beams converging to the neurons of the next 

layer, and back-propagating waves from one layer will be diffracted by the same 

gratings to recreate beams focusing on the neurons of the previous layer. 

To keep the phase conjugate wave out of the previous layer, the beams involved 

must be multiplexed, either in time or by using polarization rotators and isolators, so 

that the nonlinear effects of the neurons are not reversed. It may be impractical to 

use time multiplexing, since this requires shuttering of the beams, and, thus, may 

require high bandwidth electronics and strictly regulated scheduling. Polarization 

rotators, e.g. a Faraday rotator, allow polarizations of two beams to be orthogonal to 

each other in a forward pass, but when one is conjugated and then rotated, the beams 

can interfere. The added benefit of polarization multiplexing is that the unwanted 

effect of writing gratings between extraneous beams is minimized, so that only the two 

desired beams are interfering in the PRC. 

Self-aligning, bidirectional interconnections are attractive for use in a backward 

error propagation (BEP) learning network described in Chapter 2.B. Figure 5.1 shows 

a proposed architecture for implementing a multi-layer BEP learning network which 

uses PCMs to provide self-aligning interconnections in PRCs.9 In such a system a 

layer of input neurons is implemented as an array of mutually coherent light modula

tors with electronic inputs. The beams produced at the input layer pass through the 
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crystal, are conjugated by a PCM, and are then interfered with backwards propagating 

beams from the next layer of neurons to write gratings. The neural layers are arrays 

of nonlinear Fabry-Perot etalons (NLFP) which each perform a sigmoidal nonlinear 

threshholding operation on the input intensity.7 
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Figure 5.1. Multilayer back error propagation (BEP) network using photorefractive 

interconnects and phase conjugating mirrors (PCMs). 

Error signals are generated by electronically comparing the system output to a 

desired pattern, and then optically propagating error beams backwards through the 

network. In backwards propagation, the weak error signals are transmitted through 

the neurons with a linear transmission which can be made to be approximately propor

tional to the derivative of the nonlinearity. At each layer, the error signals are dif

fracted by a bidirectional interconnect, and the self-aligning property provided by a 

PCM ensures that the error signals propagate backwards along the proper paths. 

Thus, this system implements a BEP learning network discussed in Chapter 2.B. and 

shown schematically in Figure 2.2. 

The dichotomizing competitive network described in the previous chapter of this 

thesis can be extended by using a PCM to create an optical resonator structure. This 
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network makes use of competitive, reflective neurons which have not yet been devel

oped. One end of the resonator is a PCM; the other end is whichever neuron wins the 

competition. Such a system may be able to act as an unsupervised, self-aligning, and 

self-organizing competitive learning network. 

The competitive neural layer is composed of opto-electronic modulator/detector 

devices which compete for a fixed current resource to mediate a winner-take-all com

petition.12 Competition makes use of nonspecific global inhibition due to competition 

for the fixed current resource. Each device relies on the self electro-optic effect to 

control the amount of the current resource it consumes for a given optical input. Each 

device could be constructed as shown in Figure 5.2, with a multiple quantum well 

(MQW) electroabsorption modulator grown on top of a low absorption PIN photodiode 

detector with a dielectric mirror structure underneath/for references, see 12) Each device 

takes up a very small area on an IC chip and can be wired in parallel to implement 

competition for the current resource. The devices are organized in arrays, with a 

uniform high bias voltage on the lower side of all modulators, and the voltage on the 

upper electrode of each modulator dependent on the current through the detector part 

of each device. The basic operation of the device in competition is described in the 

following paragraph. 

When light is incident on the device, most of it is absorbed by the absorption 

layer (modulator), but a small amount reaches the photodiode (detector). Current in the 

device goes up due to the light that reaches the detector and correspondingly more 

voltage is applied to the upper electrode of the modulator. The difference in voltage 

across the modulator goes down, making its absorption drop and allowing more light to 

reach the photodiode. This in turn causes an increase in current, raising the voltage 

on the upper lead, lowering the voltage drop across the modulator, causing less light to 
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Figure 5.2. Competitive opto-electronic modulator/detector devices. 

be absorbed and more to reach the detector, increasing the current, etc., until all of the 

available current is used up in that device, and the voltage across the modulator is 

zero. If the current resource to the entire array of devices is limited to being suffi

cient for only one device, then only the modulator/detector device with the most light 

on it initially will win the competition, since it will go through the above cycle faster 

than any other device and deny the others the necessary current. 

When a modulator/detector wins the competition, the modulator has no field 

across it and is therefore transmissive. The light that reaches the winning neuron is 
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reflected by the dielectric mirror back into the system. The light that is reflected can 

then be conjugated by a PCM and be allowed to interfere with the light from the 

object beam to make holographic gratings in a PRC. Thus, the network learns inter

connections between the winning neuron and an input pattern. Subsequent input 

patterns that are sufficiently different will be less likely to have light diffracted to 

previous winning neurons, so that different input classes will cause different neurons 

to win without supervision, thereby implementing an unsupervised, self-organizing, 

and self-aligning competitive network. 

The PCM gives the system the following advantages: 1) the holographic gratings 

are self-aligning, 2) optical gain can be provided to compensate for light lost to absorp

tion and reflections, and 3) a resonant structure is created between the PCM and the 

reflective winning device, thus assisting in the winning of the competition by that 

neuron. Thus, a neural system which uses a PCM, with a PRC for interconnections 

and modulator/detector devices for competition, can be a very powerful learning 

system. It is desirable to have a PCM which conjugates very quickly so that the com

petition and self-aligned beams are settled in a very short time compared to the 

learning dynamics. We used a fast PRC (BaTiOj) to perform phase conjugation in 

some experiments we attempted; however, the results were incomplete and none of 

these experiments are discussed in this thesis. 

Figure 5.3 shows a system similar to the competitive system of Chapter 4, 

making use of PCM, PRC, and opto-electronic competition. This architecture can have 

many variations on the system diagrammed. The first variation (shown in the figure) 

features two reference- beams created by a lenslet pair, and a pair of opto-electronic 

modulator/detector (abbreviated OMD) devices connected in parallel. The difference of 

the two currents in each OMD device can be used to drive the ammeter which blocks 
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Figure 5.3. Competitive dichotomization network using photorefractive crystal (PRC), 

phase conjugating mirror (PCM), and competitive opto-electronic modula

tor/detectors. 

the two reference waves. Training can be supervised by forcing the ammeter to pass 

one beam either mechanically or by electronically driving one of the detectors. The 

reference beam would then be phase conjugated and interfered with an object beam 

(laser illumination of the object has been omitted from the figure) to create reflective 

holographic gratings in the PRC. The PCM can be externally pumped to allow gain. 

Learning is very similar to that of Chapter 4 if the modulators have no reflective 

mirror structures behind them. Light from a test object diffracts off the stored 

hologram, and competition by the OMDs selects a winning class, opening the ammeter 

to allow one reference beam to pass. When an object beam is then blocked, the refer

ence beam reads out the PRC hologram, recreating an associated object at the object 

plane. In addition, the conjugate of the reference would cause another associated 

output wave to be generated (not shown in the diagram) diverging out of the PRC. 
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away from the object plane. Another Fourier transform lens would then create an 

associated image opposite the crystal from the object plane. This system is not self-

aligning and uses supervised learning. However, unsupervised learning may be accom

plished by relying on the scattering of light by the PRC, but this could take a long 

time to learn classifications. 

The second variation replaces the ammeter with a pair nonreflecting OMD 

devices and removes the beam splitter (BS). In this case the OMDs act as the ammeter 

did previously (modulating the reference beams in transmission), and also perform the 

competition in a self-aligned manner. This variation may be the best way to perform 

classification and is not restricted to two classes if more than two OMDs are used. 

Supervised learning may be done by electronically switching one OMD device into the 

transmissive mode to have its conjugate interfere with an object beam. Unsupervised 

learning relies on scattered light as in the first variation. 

A third variation is set up as in the first variation except that the OMD devices 

are reflective, and the ammeter is not driven by the OMDs. This creates a resonator 

effect between the OMDs and the PCM causing fast competition and dichotomization. 

The ammeter is only used to give one of the neurons an edge in the classification com

petition when a priori information is known about a test object. The reflected refer

ence beams in the resonator read out the PRC hologram to create an associated output. 

This variation is partially self-aligning and uses unsupervised learning. 

The fourth (and so far, last) variation positions a reflective OMD array in place 

of the ammeter and does not use an ammeter, lenslet pair, or beam splitter. The only 

light entering the system is from the object illumination and the PCM pump beams. 

The OMD devices may be arranged in an array to allow classification into more than 

two classes. Unsupervised learning is used to self-organize the input patterns. In this 
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case, the interconnections and associative readout are completely self-aligning. 

Some of the systems described here are self-aligning, and some are unsupervised, 

allowing the system itself to create the interconnections. As more is required of a 

system, the harder it is to build. The system in Chapter 4 does not use a PCM, 

because the required pump beams are hard to align and require additional optics, and 

because of the polarization multiplexing elements required. Self-organizing networks 

can take a long time to learn, and the resulting classifications are not always what is 

desired as system behavior. The neural devices mentioned are not yet up to standard 

to implement general optical computing requirements — nonlinear Fabry-Perot etalons 

have not yet been shown to have multiple-input capabilities, and the OMD devices 

have not yet been fabricated to work in competition. 



Chapter VI. 

Conclusion 
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One of the most interesting features of neural networks is the ability to adap-

tively learn the interconnection weights that correspond to a desired behavior of a 

network of nonlinear processsing units. This is accomplished through iterative correc

tion of the weights to minimize a general measure of network error or to maximize a 

measure of internally-generated system self-consistency. The adaptive capability gives 

the network the possibilty of solving unstructured problems which may not have a 

previously defined method of solution. Such problems may be solved in real-time and 

on parallel architecture systems which have broad component variabilities and failure 

tolerances. The fault tolerance and robustness of a neural system is partially due to 

the distributed representation of information in the interconnection weights. In 

addition, the adaptation of weights serves to both converge on a solution to the 

learning problem and to compensate for device nonuniformities. Such robust behavior 

is especially critical in adaptive neural networks implemented optically, because of the 

large variations in operating characteristics of nonlinear optical devices and photoref

ractive crystal interconnects. 

Optics is a good match for neural computation because both are well suited to 

parallel processing architectures. Optical devices and systems provide three-dimen

sional parallel configurations that can implement the learning rules of Chapter 2. 

Photorefractive crystals allow holographic interconnections that are adaptive, massively 

parallel, global, self-aligning, bipolar, and bidirectional. Nonlinear optical devices 

offer high-speed thresholding neural operations, and competition can be implemented 

with opto-electronics. Bidirectional weighted optical pathways and resonator structures 

using phase conjugating devices enable error feedback and iterative processing. 
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In the optical implementation of adaptive networks discussed in this thesis, the 

learning process is accomplished through the iterative modification of holographically 

stored volume gratings in a photorefractive crystal. The interconnection weights are 

proportional to the diffraction efficiency of these stored gratings. The gratings diffract 

light emitted by each neuron in a plane of optical neurons towards each optical neural 

element in a subsequent layer, thereby implementing the weighted global- interconnec

tion operation that is the foundation of almost all neural network models. Interference 

of the object and appropriate reference beams adapts the weighted interconnection 

gratings, implementing an outer-product perturbation of the weight matrix. Many in

cremental learning procedures can be approximated in this manner, through iterative 

exposures to training patterns interfered with appropriate reference beams. 

The dynamics of grating formation in photorefractive crystals makes their use 

suitable for competitive learning implementations. In the system demonstrated in this 

thesis, a sample of LiNbOj was used as a PRC interconnect in a competitive network. 

Competitive learning rules were performed by leaky outer-product adaptation through 

interference of prototype optical inputs with modulated reference waves, while all 

gratings were slowly erased through incoherent erasure. Although the crystal suc

ceeded in learning the appropriate interconnections to enable the system to classify 

inputs correctly, the imperfections of the PRC were evident, especially in operation as 

an associative memory. It may be necessary to develop new crystals (or materials with 

similar properties) which can effectively store many holograms without the destruction 

of other stored holograms, while showing no fanning and remaining insensitive to 

random noise fluctuations. This would enable improved associative memory operation 

of the system presented in this thesis. A new crystal should also have more diffrac

tion efficiency to permit learning in less time, while still implementing slow learning 

and adaptation. 
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The opto-electronic circuit used as the competitive mechanism in the network 

presented was very susceptible to bias, favoring one winning class over the other. 

Careful adjustments were necessary to minimize such bias, since bias could ultimately 

lead to erroneous behavior of the system. This circuit was used because of its simpli

city as a means of testing the competitive learning capability of a PRC storing volume 

holographic interconnections, and is not suggested to be an optimal design of a compet

itive mechanism. The competitive stage of this system needs to be self-adapting, to 

correct for device variation, thus assuring fair competition. Electronic modulator/det

ectors competing for a fixed current resource may be able to perform as a fair compet

itive mechanism. 

The use of phase conjugate mirrors enables multi-layer or bidirectional networks 

to be self-aligning, and could provide a means for replenishing lost optical power into 

the system. Such an addition could allow systems to behave in an unsupervised mode 

of learning, with less power required of the laser source. However, PCMs require 

exact alignment of their external pump beams. 

This thesis has presented a simple optical neural computer which performs the 

dichotomization of input images into classes, a task which can be of significance in 

many problems. This optical computer uses a photorefractive crystal which does 

perform adaptive learning. The system employs opto-electronic competition to enable 

the classification of input images. Like many recently proposed optical computing 

architectures, this network is limited by currently available technologies, devices, and 

materials. However, even with the marginal technologies available at this time, suc

cessful experiments can be performed, thereby demonstrating the robust cpabilities of 

adaptive neural systems. We hope that as more mature materials and devices are dev

eloped, even more sophisticated adaptive optical learning systems will be demonstrated. 
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